INTRODUCTION
The present paper is concerned with systems governed by equations having the form •,+ coZ, u. + 2½(coscot) •-•.f,,u,, = 0,
n--1 where n= 1, 2, --., N; N may be any positive integer; ß is a small parameter; dots indicate differentiation with respect to time; and the natural frequencies co, are distinct and ordered so that co, < co,+•. Similar systems were considered in a number of earlier studies; the following brief discussion of representative examples provides a background for the present paper.
forms to obtain higher-order terms in the approxima- The method of multiple scales is an alternative to the methods mentioned above, though it has not been applied to this problem before. In the present paper, this method is used to construct three-term approximations of the solution which yield explicit expressions for the characteristic exponents and the transition curves. Several of the resonant situations considered in the present paper were also considered by Hsu and Valeev, and the present results are shown to agree with theirs.
In addition, a number of other resonant situations are considered in the present paper for the first time.
I. STRAIGHTFORWARD EXPANSION
The different possible resonant conditions can be exhibited by a straightforward expansion having the form un(t; e) ~ u,o(t)+ßu.•(t)+.... 
ii.
•. + co,•'u,
where cc represents the complex conjugate of the preceding terms. small-divisor terms, one must modify the straightforward procedure. In this paper, the modification is accomplished by using the method of multiple scales. 
II. FIRST-ORDER EXPANSIONS
where the complex functions A. are undetermined at this level of approximation; they are determined by eliminating the terms from Eqs. (13) and (14) 
where a• and a• are complex functions of T•, 
.where a, is a complex constant. Consequently, to second order, every mode which is not part of either of the resonant combinations w near %+ % or 2co near wt+ % is bounded for all times. 
When 2w is near w t + w•, it is convenient to introduce
where % and % are complex constants and 
Equations (23) 
The transition curves correspond to the values of ( and w for which X has two equal roots. I I,
As ( vanishes

